You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SILVERCREST KH 1168
MICROWAVE. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the SILVERCREST KH 1168 MICROWAVE in the user manual
(information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual SILVERCREST KH 1168 MICROWAVE
User guide SILVERCREST KH 1168 MICROWAVE
Operating instructions SILVERCREST KH 1168 MICROWAVE
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Manual abstract:
Do not jam anything between the front of the appliance and the door, and make sure that there is no residual food or cleaning agent on the seals. If the door
or the door seal is damaged, under no circumstances may you continue to use the appliance. Removal of the appliance housing could cause the release of
microwave energy. This appliance is not intended for use by individuals (including children) with restricted physical, physio logical or intellectual abilities or
deficiences in experience and/or knowledge unless they are supervised by a person responsible for their safety or receive from this person instruction in how
the appliance is to be used. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. Only use this appliance for its intended purpose
as described in this manual. Do not use any caustic chemicals or vapours in this appliance. This micro wave oven is especially designed for heating, cooking,
grilling, or drying foodstuffs. It is not intended for use in industrial applications or laboratories. Do not operate the microwave oven if the power cable or
plug are damaged.
To avoid injury, arrange for damaged power cables or plugs to be exchanged by qualified specialists before re using the appliance. Keep children well away
from the microwave oven when it is in use. Should the lamp in the interior of the microwave oven need replacing, arrange for this to be done by a qualified
specialist. Safety precautions for the avoidance of excessive contact with microwave energy · Do not try to operate the appliance while the door is open, as
this can lead to you coming into contact with a potentially harmful dose of microwave radiation. It is also important not to break open or manipulate the
safety locks .
Never touch the microwave oven door, housing, ventilation openings, accessories or the dinnerware directly after the grill, combi or automatic menu process.
The parts will be very hot. Allow them to cool down before cleaning them. @@@@ Do not allow the power cable to hang from a table or work surface.
@@With the opening pointing away from your body.
@@Hot oil can damage parts of the appliance and utensils and even cause skin burns. Always shake up or stir warmed up baby glasses or bottles! The
contents could have heated up unevenly and the baby could be burned/scalded by them. At all events, check their temperature before feeding them to the baby!
Maintenan ce and repairs requiring the removal of access covers, which are intended for protection against contact with microwave radiation, are to be
carried out by trained specialists only. Before consumption, check the temperature, so as to avoid a potentially life threatening scalding for babies. Cooking
utensils may become hot from the heat emitted by the food, so that you may require oven gloves to touch them. In this case, a check should also be made to
ensure that the cooking utensils are suitable for use with the microwave oven. This symbol on your microwave warns you of the risk of burns. Never leave the
microwave oven unattended if you are heating foodstuffs packed in plastics or paper. Never place flammable materials close to the microwave oven or the
ventilation openings. Remove ALL metallic closures from the packaging of the foodstuff that you intend to warm up.
When making popcorn, use only popcorn bags suitable for microwave ovens. Do not use the microwave oven to warm up cushions filled with kernels, cherry
stones or gels. Do not use the microwave oven for storing foodstuffs or other objects. Do not exceed the cooking times detailed by the manufacturer. Do not
place any objects on the microwave oven when it is in use. Do not place the microwave oven adjacent to other appliances discharging heat, for example, an
oven. Clean the microwave oven thoroughly after warming up greasy foods, especially if they were not covered. Allow the appliance to cool down completely
before cleaning it. @@They could possibly ignite. Do not thaw frozen fat or oil in the microwave oven.
@@ Keep the power cable away from hot surfaces. Do not lead it in front of the microwave oven door. Never pour fluids into the ventilation openings or the
safety locks. @@@@@@Therefore, be careful when handling the container. @@Otherwise, they could explode.
Proceed with caution when warming up fluids. @@@@Do not use the microwave oven when it is empty. @@@@@@This microwave oven may not be
located in areas with high humidity or where moisture could collect. Liquids and other foods must not be heated in air tight containers, as these may explode
and damage the appliance. Insufficient cleanliness of the appliance could lead to the destruction of the upper surfaces, which themselves influence its useful
lifespan and could possibly also lead to dangerous situations.
Eggs in their shells and hard boiled eggs should not be heated in the microwave oven as they could explode, even on completion of the heating process. Food
with thick skins, such as potatoes, whole pumpkins, apples and chestnuts must be pricked before cooking. Plug the microwave into another wall socket. The
microwave and the receiver should be connected to different circuits. Do not transport the microwave oven when it is in use. This appliance is to be connected
only to a correctly earthed power socket. an individual circuit , solely for the connection of the microwave oven , is recommended. Danger: Improper use of
the earthing connector could increase the risk of an electric shock. Note: Should you have any questions about ear thing or about the instructions on the use
of this electrical appliance given here, please consult an electrician or a maintenance technician. Neither the manufacturer nor the dealer can accept liability
for damage to the microwave oven or injury to persons resulting from failure to comply with the instructions for electrical connection.
Interference with other appliances The operation of the microwave may cause interference on your radio, television or similar appliances. If such interference
should occur, they may be reduced or corrected by the following remedial measures: · Move the microwave away from the receiver. Power rating: 230 240 V
~ 50 Hz Maximum power consumption: 1200 W Maximum power output: Microwave: 800 W Grill: 1000 W Microwave frequency: 2450 MHz Food that is
cooked too long can begin to smoke or catch fire. Cover the food during cooking with a lid suitable for microwave cookery. the lid prevents splashing and
helps in the even cooking of the food. While cooking, turn the food in the microwave once so that items such as chicken or hamburgers are cooked more
quickly. Large pieces of food, such as joints of meat, must be turned at least once. Completely re arrange foods such as meatballs after half the cooking time.
Turn them and move the meatballs from the middle of the cookware to the edge. @@@@@@ microwaves cannot permeate metal.
Therefore, metal containers and cookware should not be used. @@@@@@@@If you do, it could damage the appliance. @@@@@@@@ Insert the plug
into a power socket.
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Use a 230V, 50Hz, mains power socket with a 16A fuse. @@@@@@@@@@@@Ensure that the door of the microwave oven 4 can be opened easily.
Maintain a gap of at least 20 cm above the microwave oven. @@With this you select the Grill operation. @@@@When the correct time is programmed in,
press the button Clock 8 . @@@@@@After 10 minutes, the appliance switches itself off automatically. Wait until it has cooled down completely.
@@@@@@Now set the desired time using the control dial e. You can select any time range from 10 seconds to 95 minutes. 3 seconds the cur rent time is
shown once again. @@It appears for a brief period in the kitchen timer. @@ then add the noodles. After this, you can start the auto menu for noodles.
Finally, allow the noodles to stand for approx. 3 minutes. @@@@@@@@@@ When cooking rice use a tall container, as there is a great risk of it boiling
over. Use 500 ml water for, for example, 250 gr of rice.
Place the rice in the container, fill it with the required volume of liquids and then allow the rice to swell for approx 3 minutes. Should the meal not be properly
cooked on completion of the auto menu, continue cooking for a couple of minutes with the Quick start programme. For pro grammes that continue with
utilisation of the grill function (Programme numbers 5, 8 and 9), the food can be cooked further with the grill function. Extended cooking with the grill
function also increases the browning level of the food. When using the programes with incorporated grill function, under no circumstances should you use any
form of covering or cookware that is not heat resistant, as these could melt or ignite themselves! After a cooking process, the Glass plate 3 is very hot! You
should therefore always use an oven cloth or heat resistant oven gloves when removing it from the cooking area. Take note that size, shape and the type of
foodstuff determines the result of the cooking process. Programme 1: Beverages This programme runs only with utilisation of micro wave power. Subject to
the number of portions, the programme runs for between 1:30 and 3:50 minutes. Place the beverage that you wish to heat up on the Glass plate 3 in the
cooking area. If you wish to place several glasses or cups in the microwave oven, ensure that the receptacles do not touch each other.
After this, you can start the auto menu for rice. Programmme 5: Chicken This programme runs over several cooking stages, using microwave power and the
grill function. Subject to the weight programmed in, this programme runs for between 39 and 50 minutes. Season to taste and then start the auto menu for
chicken. @@@@@@@@Subject to the weight programmed in, this programme runs for between approx 1:00 and 6:20 minutes.
Place the receptacle with the foodstuff that yoceive a 3 year warranty for this device as of the purchase date. This appliance has been manu factured with care
and meticulously examined before delivery. Please retain your receipt as proof of purchase. In the case of a warranty claim, please make contact by telephone
with our service department. Only in this way can a post free despatch for your goods be assured.
The warranty covers only claims for material and manu facturing defects, not for wearing parts or for damage to fragile components, e. This product is for
private use only and is not intended for commercial applications. In the event of misuse and improper handling, use of force and interference not carried out
by our authorized service branch, the warranty will become void. Your statutory rights are not restricted in any way by this warranty. Tryck en gång till på
knappen Klocka 8 om du vill växla till 24 timmarsläget. Välj den automeny sopm passar till den mat som ska tillagas (1 till 9). Lämna in den till ett företag
som har tillstånd att ta hand om den här typen av uttjänta apparater eller till din kommunala avfallsanläggning. .
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